I. INTRODUCTION
The behavior of light impurities (notably helium, the hydrogen isotopes, and positive muons) remains a subject of considerable interest in metal physics. It is a complicated subject for two reasons. Firstly, the impurity provides a large perturbation for the host-metal electrons. This leads to a strong electronic interaction which may be basically repulsive in nature, as for inert gases, or a more involved "hybridization" or "bonding-antibonding" interaction for chemically active species such as hydrogen. Secondly, the Impurity couples strongly to the host-Ion coordinates, which leads to polaron-type lattice distortions. The wave mechanics of the degrees of freedom of the light-mass impurity is important in this context. Both of these aspects must enter into any satisfactory description of impurity-related phenomena: ground-state electronic structure, energetics and site assignment, lattice displacements in the self-trapped state, local-mode excitations, diffusion-related effects, etc. 
II. FORMULATION
We first briefly summarize the main formulas given by Sugimoto and Fukai' since they also form our starting point. In the adiabatic approximation, the total energy of the combined light-impurity -metal system is E([u(R) j,a)=EL(f u(R)j)+E ([u(R) 
The inverse of Eq. (7) reads
where G* is the static Green function for the deformed lattice. ' GJ(R, R') gives the displacement in the direction i for the atom at R when a unit force in the direction j is exerted on the atom at R'. Combining (6) Gj(R ) = f y;j(y)dp, (16) C. fcc metals Figure 9 shows the hydrogen wave functions along the three principal directions in Cu when hydrogen is selftrapped in the octahedral site. The wave function is nearly isotropic; it is only slightly enhanced in the (111) dlrcctlolls w11cfl coIIlparcd. With thc ( 100 ) alld ( 1 10 ) directions. The quantative results are given in Table V The relaxation effects are expected to be minor for substitutional helium.
In the self-trapped interstitial state the total embedding energy is high and positive. In the case of Al it corresponds to a swelling pressure of the order I'=3E~/4mR, =10" Pa, which is comparable to the elastic yield limit of metals. GJ(R) . The subscript tr denotes the order of the nearest-neighbor shell and the superscript P is the Voigt notation fol indexes l Rnd j. Thc origin of thc coordinate systcll1 ls Rt the interstitial sltc. In this notation thc displaccIIlcnts u arc deduced from the forces 7 by using u =g f. 
